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This month’s newsletter does not feature many MGs - instead it
features their owners. The photos of young lads/men that were
submitted certainly had me guessing. How good are you at
recognising someone in their younger days? Be assured it is not
going to be easy.
I could not resist adding song titles to the photos that appear on
pgs. 8-10 ‘Where the Boys Are’ and admittedly had a great time in
doing so. After you have racked your brains turn to pg. 13 to find
out who they are - you will be surprised!
Once again sincere thanks to all the gents who sent in photos, it
was most impressive to receive such an amazing response.
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The usual MG photos on the front page have been replaced by 2017
‘Xmas in July’ Natter to remind us of the great evening we all enjoyed
at the clubhouse. July 2021 is but a year away and hopefully by then
life will have returned to near ‘normal’ - if not we can always change
the usual Xmas theme to a ‘masquerade’ evening instead.
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Another interesting ‘Me and My MGs’ story from Brian Hogg can be
found on pgs 5-7.

Please send in your articles and photos for the August newsletter
by 23rd July.
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FROM THE CHAIR
Allow me to begin by assuming all our members remain in both, good health and high spirits during this
miserable, stressful time. We do need to remain not only sensibly cautious, but also avoid falling victim to
the other associated pandemic – cabin fever. In particular we should spare a thought for our members
who reside in security complexes where the establishments have imposed restricted freedom of movement
and access in the interest of their predominately elderly, vulnerable residents.
On a very sad note, long standing member, Philip Hitchcock passed away earlier this month. Philip will
always be remembered as a very pleasant, interesting man who always supported Jo on the Vets’ runs.
Apart from our monthly Natter, the one event that we have to forego is the ever popular ‘Xmas in July,’
arranged each year by Brian and Frenske Aslett. Always a most enjoyable evening thanks to their sterling
efforts and not forgetting the welcome Glühwein concocted by our very own connoisseur of herbal plonk,
Dieter Reck. Somehow mine never tasted quite the same, but then I must confess wood glue and Merlot
don’t seem to be the correct recipe.
Committee news: We are all aware the 2020 Indaba that was to be hosted by Cape Town Centre has
unfortunately been cancelled due to COVID-19. This is most disappointing as so many MG enthusiasts
were in eager anticipation of the event. However, we do need to acknowledge the keen interest and
efforts by the Indaba committee: Philip & Shirley Roux, Brian Aslett, Craig & Ronnie Browne and
Stuart & Pam Leach. These members have devoted their time and energy in preparation to ensure a
successful event. In particular, Brian Aslett will have additional work in ensuring the financial aspect is
finalised. Of behalf of the Club a sincere thank you to you all.
With no club activities since the March AGM and even into the foreseeable future, our Editor has tried
to lift members spirits by means of this newsletter. The response to her request for articles as well as
photos has been excellent, to say the least.
In these unsettled times please be wary of the proliferation of email and telephone scams attempting
to relieve us of our hard earned money. Even whilst writing this, a call was received from the so called
‘Fraud Dept.’ of some or other bank. They don’t give up and if caught off guard you are the loser.
We took our TD out (yes – it still runs) for a brief sojourn to Blouberg the other day. We both wore our
masks looking much like a modern day Bonnie & Clyde deciding which bank to ‘hit’ next! We parked
away from others for COVID reasons but were soon approached by the usual gawkers without masks,
wanting to talk about the car. The lack of masks is one thing but what really offended was being asked
if my TD was a replica! Thankfully my muttering was muffled.
Stay safe and alert,

Mike
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OBITUARY 			

Philip Hitchcock (1933-2020)

The writer has been asked to write a few words about Philip.
A few words will not be enough, so bear with me.
In my book Philip was a master artisan. He did his apprenticeship with Rock Engineering
as Fitter and Turner. He was a true turner and never had a self centering 3-jaw chuck on
his lathe only an independent 4-jaw chuck. The Hallmark of a true turner.
You can never keep a good man down and this manifested itself when he worked for
Metal Box. Metal Box was a company known for its quality engineering. The company
later became CME (Cape Manufacturing Engineering) but that is a story on its own.
Philip became Foreman in the Inspection Department. He retired around 1993.
When you write about Philip you must also write about some of his cars. Philip had a
very early Mini 850 and when it was time to rebuild the engine, he decided to use some
of his own ideas to build a potent engine. At the time he worked for a company which
rebuilt automotive engines. They advised him not to do what he planned. The end
result was an extremely fast Mini. The Coopers of the day could just not beat this Mini.
Philip bought his 1959 MGA 1500 in the late 70s and joined the MG Car Club, Cape Town
in 1980. Years later when the engine needed to be rebuilt Philip decided to fit a 1622 engine. Those ‘in the know’ will tell you that
a well set up 1622 will give a 1800 a run for its money. All rotating parts were balanced. The flywheel was also lightened. To retain
the mechanical rev counter, the block had to be machined to take the rev counter gear. Philip did all that at home. Then followed a
rebuilt Sierra 5 speed gearbox. This A could comfortably keep up with any B even when driven hard. A rubber bumper B GT was
added to his stable. Another car of note was the ex-Brian Hogg’s TD bought by Philip’s son, Derek. To cure the infamous TC/TD
crankshaft oil leak, another Philip modification was employed. Then there were the soapbox cars built for his sons, Derek and Brian.
Years later he built a downhill racer for the Cape Centres Gathering held at The Karoo National Park, Beaufort West.
Remember the mammoth race between his racer and Arno van der Westhuizen’s?
Philip and Jo were married on 28th March 1959. A marriage of 61 years!
Our thoughts go out to Jo, Louise, Derek and Esme, Brian and Orscalla and to Philip’s sister, Hilda Clarke.
The writer has fond memories of Philip and Jo during their time with the Club and thereafter. - Bowtie
Editor’s note: The above joyous moment of Philip and Jo was captured by Frenske Otzen at a Veterans’ Run to
The Paarl Monument in May 2014

					
				

***************

CONDOLENCES
The MG Car Club committee and members wish to convey their deepest sympathy to former member
Jo Hitchcock and her family, on the passing of Philip. Our thoughts are with them all at this very sad time.
OUT AND ABOUT
Due to the COVID-19 virus and revised government regulations, all future MG events and meetings have
been cancelled until further notice.
JULY BIRTHDAYS
3 - Mike Kahn
9 - Nico Montauban
19 - Rodney Green

5 - John Elliott

7 - Matthew Sleight

11 - Carol Cromhout

16 - Roy Zazeraj, Gary Shaw, Marylyn Hodkinson

21 - Vernon Terrapon

22 - Mike Plows

25 - Tracy-Ann Craig, Pat Oberem		

30 - Richard Grinstead

31 - Dinky Braun, Chris Nel
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ME AND MY MGS

			

Brian Hogg

			
I realise that the normal articles are titled ‘ME AND MY MG’ but I have owned several MGs,
hence the title.
				
In 1965 I bought a written off MGA 1600 which I rebuilt and painted in a beautiful silver which
			
complemented the red interior. I competed in a few races and sprints which were great fun but
then in about 1967 I was lucky enough to buy an MG B engine from Syd Enever of the Development Department of the MG Car Co. at Abingdon which I installed in the MG A. The engine was
the durability test engine for the 5 bearing project. Over the last couple of years I had been
fortunate enough to travel with fellow ex-Morris Commercial apprentices Roger Enever (son of
Syd Enever) and Alec Poole (son of MG importer to Eire) when I went with them as general
dogsbody to the 1000 km races at Monza, Spa, Rheims, Nurbergring, Brandshatch etc.
As you can imagine the increased power of the MGB engine transformed the car and I really
enjoyed racing with the greater VROOM. Unfortunately the car was written off (again) when an
airborne Morris Minor decided to land on top of my poor MGA one night in Edinburgh, on my way
to meet Annie.
A friend who had a 1966 MGB was selling it as he wished to buy a later model so I became the
proud owner of a dark green MGB with a gold coloured hardtop (the hood was folded up in the
boot – unused). I competed in many of the events run by the Scottish Centre of the MG Car
Club and frequently was the only MG.
In 1972 I bought a Range Rover to drive to South Africa and boxed up Annie’s 1934 Morris Minor
(Bumble) to send out by sea along with all our worldly possessions. We were only allowed to
bring two cars into South Africa so the MGB and an Austin Healey 100/4 had to go.
On arrival in Cape Town I joined the Cape Town Centre where I was given full membership even
though I did not have an MG, but was still a member of the Scottish Centre. It was not long
before I bought a TD from a chap called Rabie, who was an original member of the Cape Town
Centre. He also had a TC which was later sold to Basil Landau. The TD was a bit of a ‘hotch
potch’ of bits and pieces and was far from original but I did a bit of a tidy up and managed to get
to the first National Gathering /Indaba in East London in October 1974 with the organiser,
Garth Green as passenger. Annie had produced our daughter, Patricia in May and I was most
surprised and delighted to see her arriving at the start in Cape Town in our Mini-van with
Patricia in a camping cot in the back. Annie had relatives in Port Elizabeth and East London
who she wanted to visit. We were accompanied to breakfast at Bufflejags River by Alex Stewart
in his TC who, on departure, turned left and back to Cape Town to attend the birth of his daughter,
Susan while the rest of us turned right for East London. When I bought it, the TD was maroon
with green wheels, but by East London it was cream with silver wheels and the upholstery was in
red leather, every panel on the TD was a different colour under the maroon and I found an OB
number plate, but my inquiries to the Bloemfontein municipality provided me with no answers
about the car’s previous owner/s.
On return from East London Alex Stewart told me about a MGA that a colleague of his was
restoring but had lost interest, when Alex and I went to have a look at it we were horrified at the
travesty that was being done to the poor car. The paint on the bonnet and doors had been
removed with the help of an angle grinder leaving the aluminium horribly grooved, and the paint
on the boot lid had been removed with the assistance of a flame gun which had left the aluminium
bent and buckled. Anyway we bought it and many long hours were spent on it, such that Garth
Green used it (with a loan of a white hard top from Peter Jack) to drive to the initial Cape Centres
Gathering at Wilderness. I drove down in the Tuck’s MGA which was offered to Garth but
subsequently bought by Norman Ewing. I eventually bought out Alex in about 1975 and have
had the MGA ever since.
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Annie and I shared the TD and MGA on Club events but with a bit of an over enthusiasm on my
behalf at a race meeting at Killarney, when I in the TD was determined to overtake Joan Parker
in her similar coloured (white-ish) TD. I managed to overtake her but in so doing lost the back
end which pushed me onto the sand on the inside of the corner which resulted in the TD inverting
itself trapping me underneath. Thanks to Joan (who stopped and ruined her race), as well as the
Marshals, the TD was pushed back on to its wheels. This exhibition was right in front of Annie
who was a few weeks away from the birth of Hamish, she was not impressed! I managed to
sort out the minimal damage and attend the ‘T’ register meeting the next day at Garth Green’s
house/garage.
With two small children we had the inevitable MG problem as neither the TD or the MGA had
space for little persons. My solution was a YT which had been imported into SA by an acquaintance but he had decided against a rebuild and I eventually followed his example and swopped
it for some panel work on the MGA. The space and “safety” problem was eventually resolved by
adding a ZB Magnette to the stable so now we could all go on outings together. Somehow, this
Magnette was joined by another two and I had great plans to rebuild them into one car but this
didn’t happen and eventually they all went to join Professor John Morris’ collection in Tokai, along
with lots of bits and pieces obtained for the rebuild.
The much maligned Jerry Welz ‘phoned me out of the blue one day and told me that he had
some wire wheels that he thought were for a Morris Minor and he was about to throw them out.
If I wanted them I could collect them, when I got them home I realised that they were not for
my Morris but they would suit an M-type MG. A ‘phone call to Bill ten Oever in Pretoria confirmed
they would fit his M-type and he was short of two wheels. So I prevailed upon Garth Green, with
whom I was travelling in his TD, to carry the wheels to East London for the 1980 Cintsa National
Gathering/Indaba. Bill was delighted with the wheels and we soon saw the result as he relocated
from Pretoria to Cape Town and I ‘stored’ his M-type for several months before he finally bought
a house and garage. An interesting event took place after the Indaba when Roger Lewis
(who was thinking of acquiring a TD), with Garth’s permission headed off towards Cape Town in
Garth’s TD. Garth and I drove off a bit later in Roger’s concours winning MGB GT, expecting to
catch up with Roger after a few miles, but we did not catch the flying TD until nearly Oudtshoorn.
I think this run convinced Roger that to get the TD was a good plan.
In 1981, I received a major fright when some of my colleagues at our Blackheath plant, who were
less enthusiastic about old cars/MGs, advised that they required space in the CKD case park so
they were going to throw out Ralph Clarke’s case in which was the bits of the R-type that had
been lying there for many years since Ralph had bought the R-type ‘sight unseen’ from Rhodesia.
That lunch time I ‘borrowed’ a light truck and collected the case which I took back to our premises
at Elsies River and challenged Ralph to rebuild the ‘R’ before the next Indaba which was due to
take place in Pietermaritzburg in October 1982 and I also advised the powers that be of this fact,
so the logo for the Indaba was the R-type. This put quite a bit of pressure on poor Ralph as you
can imagine! With the help of many people burning a lot of midnight oil Ralph managed to get
the ‘R’ to the Indaba but minus supercharger. In the meantime I had taken the bits and pieces
of ‘R’ to the Good Hope Centre for the Car Show Exhibition which was organised by the
Crankhandle and Early Ford Clubs.
At the same time I was doing a ‘proper’ chassis off, body off, rebuild on the MGA for which I
compiled a wonderful Project Management document, which stated that I should finish the rebuild
with one month spare, but inevitably finished with a last minute rush including the assistance of
Annie, Peter Jack, Garth Green and Dennis Smith amongst others. Even so I was about a day late
and fortunately Robin Rich kindly stood in for me as a judge at the Port Elizabeth Centre concours
whilst Annie and I relaxed and recovered in Oudtshoorn, courtesy of Bokkie and Doulene Marcus.
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MGA rebuild

As we were going on a tour after the Indaba I had borrowed a trailer from Ralph which gave us
lots of freedom about where we stayed, as we camped most places. It rained before and during
the Indaba, so after much washing/cleaning I was very happy with the silver award that the MG
won in the concours. We shared the campsite with Paul Tops and family, George Winter and
Rodney Wilson. After the Indaba we set off North and visited Rod Green at White River then to
Pilgrim’s Rest, after which we had a major problem climbing up a hill to the higher altitude of the
High Veld. At the top of the hill, the MG A in first gear was just moving, you could count the
individual cylinders firing. Remember we were pulling a heavy trailer! We were also entertained
by the Ewings when we got to Johannesburg.
					
My next MG was a J2 (some of the bits anyway) also from Ralph Clarke, the chassis was tied
up in the roof of my garage with the engines (2-ish) and other bits throughout the garage. It was
yet another project that did not come to fruition as Rod Green viewed the various bits then made
me an offer which I refused, as I felt that it was far too much so we made a plan! Shortly afterwards I was astonished to receive a very upsetting ‘phone call from Jerry Welz accusing me of
breaking my promise to sell the parts to him, which I most certainly had not done. A short time
later Rod Green advised that he had also bought the remains of Jerry’s J2 so I then understood
the ‘phone call. Rod subsequently built a beautiful J2 from all the bits.					
Derek Hitchcock, son of Jo and the late Philip (Philip was also brother to Hilda Clarke) had
been looking for a good rebuilt TD for some time. Philip had frequently asked me if I wanted to
sell my TD. For months I had put him off as my TD was most certainly NOT a good rebuild as
it was a hotch-potch of TD bits, but they caught me off-guard as they ‘phoned advising they
were in the area and would like to see the car. I had not used the TD for years (since Joan’s
50 years of TD tour) as I preferred the MGA, but as they were coming I hurriedly started the TD
and drove it out of the garage. Not really wanting to sell it to him, I told and showed them all the
wrong/negative items that were on the car but he still wanted to buy it. I had determined a
potential price which Derek was happy with, so that was the end of my ownership of a TD.
Annie never forgave me! Derek made a magnificent job of rebuilding (with Philip’s help)
and produced a concours winning TD - which he has subsequently sold.
						
In 2007 on my MG A’s 50th birthday I gave it a bit of a facelift especially as the new (1982)
rubbers, wing piping etc. had become somewhat perished and the bodywork had suffered a
few bangs and bumps - especially from things falling from the garage shelves. I did not take
the body off the chassis this time but did strip off all the paint work and had everything properly
painted. I had painted it previously – ‘nuff said!
In 2013 I moved to Silvermine Retirement Village where one is
only allowed 2 cars and can only own one garage so I had to
sell several cars and Land Rovers and now only have my MGA
and a Land Rover Freelander and a hired garage. 						
(Editor’s note: The TD Derek Hitchcock rebuilt and sold is now proudly owned by ‘swallow’
MG member, Roger Lawrence and is housed in his garage in Franschhoek.)
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‘WHERE THE BOYS ARE’

		
					

2. ‘My Favourite Things’

				

				

				
						
					
		
									

			

					

1.‘When Irish Eyes Are Smiling’					

								
				
		
					

		

		

		

							
							
		
									
				
					

4. ‘Rockabye Your Baby’

						
					
		

3. ‘Those Were The Days, My Friend’

					

			
		

5. ‘Puttin` On The Ritz’

								
					

		
						
			

					

			

		

6. ‘Those Magnificent Men In Their Flying Machines’
(at the back - next to rotor blade)			
							

7.
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‘Baby Face’

		

			
		
						

		
					

		

											
												

		

			

8.

							

					

		

9.

‘Teacher’s Pets’
				

					
			
		
.								

10.

				

.

										

			
		
					
								
		
						
		
		
			
			

		

			

														
							
13.
								
			
12.
		
11. 				
					
‘The Brylcreem Boys’
									
		
							

					
14.

					
						
		
		
		
		
		
..and the one that got away
						
			
				
								
						

					
		
15. 				
							
							
							
								
									
							
							
16. ‘What A Wonderful World’
					
										
			

						

17. ‘Don’t Stop Me Now’
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		Goatherd’
18. ‘High On A Hill Was A Lonely

					

					
19. ‘King Of The Road’

						
									

							
								
		
								
							
									

							
		

							
							
		
20. ‘Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days Of Summer’

				

21. ‘Soldier Boy’

		

							
				
				

							

								
							
							
									

					
						

22.

‘Born To Be Wild’ (top right)

									
								

						

						
								

23. ‘Summertime’
		
		
						

24. ‘Hit The Road Jack’ (holding the handlebars)		
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Me and my Molly Glot

Roy Zazeraj

(MGTF 160)

						
I’d missed her. Separated from enjoying
her many delights by a necessary lockdown.
					
						
		 Locked
away and under her covers Molly huddled, waiting for the day she could spend time with fellow
MGs and their owners. But when? Her tyres were feeling a little deflated; her oil was down in
the sumps. Only able to interact regularly with her little friend the battery charger, which wasn’t
really much company. The odd spin around the block didn’t really do it for Molly. This was no
life for a sports car. She missed the open road, the company of fellow MGs and the thrill of
burning some fuel (and the extra excitement of high revs every now and then).
A girl has her dreams.
So I decided to pay Molly Glot a social visit in her lonely garage. It would be just me and her
		
spending some quality time together. Slowly and caringly I removed her overcoat. Her little
									
security light on the dashboard blinked me a welcome. I remembered why I was so attracted
								
to her. Rita Rudner once said that to attract men she wears a perfume called ‘New Car Interior’.
But Molly just exuded a lovable sweet musk. Out came the micro-fibre cloths and I gave her a
gentle rub-down. I could sense her coming out of her funk and beginning to preen. Sometimes,
								
all a
lady wants is a bit of attention.
		

			

Molly regained her shine under the neon lights. I put a deck-chair down in front of her shapely
bonnet and made it obvious that I was admiring her sensuous lines and refreshed sparkle. Time
for a drink. Slowly I topped Molly up with a delicious pink coolant, of recent vintage. I imagined
a glug of delight. Then I settled down into the deck-chair with my own glass of red. I reminded
Molly of her proud heritage and some of the fun times we had had together. But she is pretty
uncommunicative when standing still, only willing to give real feedback when having her
accelerator pushed. The harder the better. Tim Allen believes that a man knows he is in love
when he loses interest in his car for a few days. But what if it is the car that he loves?
So then it was time to put her overcoat back on, switch off the lights and leave her to her lonely
vigil. But not to be forgotten. Till next time.

					

***************
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2020 INDABA UPDATE
I have to report that our 2020 Indaba has been cancelled due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In March this year, when the lockdown was
announced, we had hoped that the virus might be under control by now
and that it might be possible for the Indaba to take place as planned in
September.
					
However, the rate of COVID-19 infections continues to rise higher and
it is clear that it is no longer possible to host the event. Since there is
currently no cure for the disease and no indication of when it might be
safe to host an event of this nature, we have come to the conclusion
that the 2020 event must be cancelled.
With 88 cars entered for the event we had looked forward to another MaGic Indaba, and with 30
cars representing Cape Town Centre it was sure to have been a great event.
The cancellation is a big disappointment for us, but I hope that Cape Town Centre members will
give similar support to the next national event which is planned for 2022.
I would like to thank the 2020 Indaba Committee for all their hard work in planning this event over
the past 2 years, the members who kindly offered their help at the Indaba, our hosts at Kleinplaas
		
Resort and Protea Hotel Riempie Estate, as well as the service providers who have been assisting
us. And special thanks to the members who entered for the event – I trust that you are keeping
well, and we look forward to our club activities resuming in the near future.
Regards,
Philip Roux

Chairman – 2020 Indaba Committee

		
			

				

		
		

					
			
		
				
				

		

		

Celia Baylis sent in the below limerick and has challenged other members to do the same:

			

			
			
			
			

‘There was an old man from Tokai
Who went to a MG Vets’ braai
He polished his B
So the ladies could see
The one and only apple of his eye’
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FOR SALE
MG BGT 1970 automatic (71,032 miles)
It has some slight rust at the front sill and on the boot,
otherwise in great condition.
It belonged to my gran, Jean Wium (who was an active
member of Border MG Club) Price: R105,000
Contact: Stefan du Toit 072 822 5614 (member)
email: stef@ecoheat.co.za

MGB spoked wheels. Painted rims in good condition with good tyres on them (about 30% worn).
Price: R1,000 per rim & tyre
Contact: Dave Lyons 082 808 0910 email: drl@mweb.co.za (member)
Workshop Manual (original) for MGA roadster.
Price: R550 Contact: Barbara Collins 083 444 0133 (member)
			
		
			

These advertisements are placed for the benefit of MG Club members.
The MG Club has no involvement in these advertisements and does not warranty
the accuracy or content of the items listed.

		

‘WHERE THE BOYS ARE’
1. Roger Tipping 		
			
2. Peter Waker
				
3. Gareth McConkey				
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Dieter Reck (25 yrs)
Viv James
(19 yrs)
Ronnie Grace (19 yrs)
Dave Lyons		
Ronnie Grace (19 yrs)
John Rhategan
Stuart Leach (1956)

Martin Davies (40 yrs) with his son, Dylan
Brian Aslett (15 yrs) with his mom		
Buddy Mockford (1972)				
Ian Glass					
Tony Bruton (10 yrs)
				
John Perkins
						
Roy Zazeraj
Does a perfect man really exist Mom?
Mike Johnson (26 yrs)
Tinus De Jongh
Robin Rich
(22 yrs)
Ian Irvin
(12 yrs)
			
Neil Beck
Eugene Kohler
Roy Zazeraj
Of course darling, they all drive MGs.
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